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Certero for Oracle
Optimize your Oracle Database, Middleware &
E-Business Suite applications with Certero’s
dedicated Oracle discovery & license management
solution
Your Oracle investment doesn’t stop at Databases, neither should your
SAM and compliance tools.
Certero for Oracle addresses two major technology governance concerns:
it helps you both respond to/defend against and manage Oracle software
audits and optimize your global Oracle spend across Databases,
Middleware and E-Business Suite environments.
Unlike most alternatives, Certero for Oracle covers your entire Oracle
estate, including software installed on Windows, Linux and Unix devices. It
provides coverage of application server Middleware products (WebLogic
Server, SOA Suite) and has inbuilt functionality to apply vendor rules and
policies automatically.

What makes Certero for Oracle right for you?
○

Flexible deployment options
SaaS, On-Premises or hybrid, you choose

○

Implemented in minutes, not months
Act now, get results now

○

Covers all Oracle software across all platforms
Server & Cloud in a single solution

○

Irrefutable evidence & accurate reports
Never lose an argument with Oracle
auditors!

○

Integrated patch management
Remediate Windows vulnerabilities
natively

○

Part of the Certero Unified Platform for
SAM
One UI for all management reports &
dashboards

www.certero.com

Verified Oracle
LMS/GLAS Solution
The Certero for Oracle
product is verified by
Oracle as an alternative
to installing Oracle
License Management
measurement tools. This
means Oracle’s audit
team will accept usage
from Certero for Oracle
during an official audit
and you do not have to
manually install and run a
separate set of scripts to
obtain it.
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Everything you need in a single solution
Certero for Oracle has no dependencies on third-party tools or data sources. It has everything you need to find
and manage Oracle Databases, Middleware and E-Business Suite environments. For the full-service experience,
Certero for Oracle can be used by Certero’s consultants to deliver a comprehensive Oracle Effective License
Position & Optimization program.

Oracle Discovery
Certero for Oracle will help you scope your
entire Oracle estate by finding all instances of
Database, Middleware and E-Business
Suite deployments.
○

Full support for Windows, Sun Solaris,
Linux, HP-UX and IBM AIX

Inventory
Understanding the full inventory of the Oracle
estate is vital to compliance and optimization.
Certero for Oracle provides
unparalleled inventory for Oracle instances,
including:

Oracle ELP & License
Optimization
Certero for Oracle supports Oracle-specific
licensing rules, automatically applying criteria
such as core factors and product minimums.
It even explains what calculations have been
applied and why.
Migrations and product replacements can be
tracked over time, providing a rich history to
support current Effective License Positions
and decision-making around Oracle license
optimization.
○

Supports Oracle Unlimited License
Agreements (ULAs)

○

Full hardware and virtualization
configuration

○

Automatically calculates processor core
factors

○

Identifies enabled licensable and nonlicensable Options and Management
Packs

○

Tracks and applies product minimums

○

Dynamically manages named users

○

Used by Certero consultants as part
of Oracle ELP & Optimization Service

Virtualization
Certero for Oracle will help you manage your
Oracle instances in virtual environments,
tracking relationships between instances, virtual
machines and physical hardware. Hard and soft
partitioning is automatically identified and
licensing rules applied correctly.
Changes to the virtual environment are tracked
and the ELP is updated automatically.

Get In
Touch
Book a Demo

www.certero.com

Oracle Server Worksheet (OWS)
preparation
Certero for Oracle takes the strain out of
creating and maintaining Oracle Server
Worksheets (OSWs), automatically gathering,
processing and presenting all the data into a
dynamic OSW that can be viewed or
submitted to LMS or an external auditor at
any time.

About Certero
Certero deliver [.as-a-service] IT Hardware, Software, SaaS and Cloud Asset Management solutions and services, to
help enable organizations to digitally transform their IT. We do this by challenging the traditional, outdated delivery
method of disappointing point solutions, and instead deliver true unification across all platforms, from mobile to mainframe to cloud, delivered as SasS in days, not months or years. Combined with our self-service solutions we support
organizations to drive digital transformation agendas through increased efficiency and automation. With businesses in
the UK, USA and Australia, Certero is a customer first company with a passion for customer success, earning the trust
of some of the leading global brands across the finance, manufacturing, health, retail and technology sectors. That’s
why Certero is viewed number one, year on year for customer service as well as having the highest scores for product
capabilities, making Certero a safe, trusted partner to help with your digitally transformation.

